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INTRODUCTION
Hello,
I’d like to start by thanking you all for coming to support
Operation Arthur III. We had a great time at Operation Arthur and
Arthur II: The Crowning of Arthur. So here we are again bringing you
the third installment to the series, The King’s Worth. We hope that
most of all you have fun here at this event. Contained in this booklet
will be all the do’s and do-not’s based on our game and on the field’s
rules. This document will also include medic rules, rules of
engagement, capture rules, and class descriptions.
I’d like to remind everybody that while this is a game, and a “LarpSim”
game, airsoft as a whole is still a game of honor and integrity. We’re
here to have fun and sling plastic, not argue over hits. Let the admins
deal with that. If at any time during our event, you have an issue with
another player, or an injury, or anything of the sort, PLEASE we urge
you to contact an admin and do not attempt to handle the situation on
your own.
Enjoy your game, and let’s create our own story,

Justin “Kishi” Hauserman
Knights of War, Team leader
kowairsoft@gmail.com

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
0800 – Field opens, Chrono begins
We will have a table outside of the registration/Chrono area for those who have
preregistered. We will stamp your waiver with our stamp, and you will get your
discount inside. We will also be checking everybody for dead rags. Please remember
to have your eye protection ready and ON when lining up to chrono.

0930 – Chrono closes, Safety, Medic, and Rule briefings
begins
0945 – Deployment
1015 – OPERATION ARTHUR III IS A GO
Be at your bases, and game begins at 10:15 promptly.
1300-1400 – Lunch Break
1400 – Redeploy and resume game
1700 – Endex & Debriefing

Chapter 1 - Storyline
1.1 OP Arthur:
Wielding the power of Excalibur, Lady of the Lake sent her forces out of the Castle to eliminate
her enemy, Arthur and his forces.
Arthur made a retreat, but set up an ambush on the other side of the bridge exiting the town.
With most of Arthur's forces eliminated, Lady of the Lake sent a scout team ahead, and used
them as a distraction so that she could hide, and attempt to take Arthur’s life herself.
As Arthur advanced towards the scout team, the Lady of the Lake had stayed hidden. She had
let Arthur get so close that she could almost touch him. Alas, Arthur had been shot! The bullet
fired by none other than the Lady of the Lake herself! The shot, only wounding Arthur sparing
his life, was heard all around.
Arthur's trusty Knight, Lancelot, saw the encounter and captured Lady of the Lake, and later
executed her.
With Lady of the Lake gone and her forces depleted, Arthur and his forces clear the remaining
area and take the land as their own. The realm was at peace for now, and they returned home
towards the Kingdom of Camelot...

1.2 OP Arthur II: The Crowning of Arthur
Upon arrival, Arthur sees that tragedy has struck the Kingdom of Camelot. The King has died
from a mysterious illness and with no living heirs, the throne has passed to the King’s trusted
advisor, the Lord-Steward. The Steward, however, lacks the King’s resources and armies, and
the realm has descended into chaos. The countryside is rife with bandits and brigands of all
sorts, and foreign armies eye the land as ripe for conquest.
Fresh off his victory over the Lady of the Lake, Arthur has assembled an army of Knights. In
accordance with the prophecy of Excalibur, Arthur believes the King’s death is the sign that it is
time for him to take up the throne of Camelot. He marches towards the capitol with his new
forces, who believe him to be the anointed King of Camelot.
However, another suitor for the throne has appeared, the powerful Lord Maleagent. He
commands a great army known as Maleagent’s Legion, and has long sought a means of
becoming King of Camelot. Lord Maleagent believes he is the strongest and most proven ruler
in the realm, and thinks that only his armies can restore order and keep outside forces at bay.
With two rival armies marching towards his doorstep, and the Lord-Steward’s militia already
stretched thin dealing with outlaws, the Lord-Steward hopes to resolve the feud over the
throne with diplomacy. He plans to meet with both Arthur and Lord Maleagent in an attempt to
ward off open war in the capitol. With both sides believing their claim to be legitimate, that
appears to be easier said than done.

The battle lines are being drawn and the armies of both sides are preparing for a fight. Can a
diplomatic solution be reached, or will the land descend into civil war? Either through force or
diplomacy, there can only be one King of Camelot.

1.3 OP Arthur III: The King’s Worth
After defeating Lord Malegeant and the corrupt Steward, Arthur at last takes his place as the one and
true King of Camelot. Arthur's Knights have restored order to the city, and the people once more have
been given hope of a strong and noble leader. However, Arthur's resources were greatly drained during
the battle, and much of the realm remains in chaos.
Pleas for aid come to Arthur from all corners of the country, and he must decide carefully where to
spend his resources. A great Dragon has risen from the forests of the west. He has gathered an army of
evil to him that threatens to plunge the kingdom into war once more. In the south, a cunning Giant has
taken control of the lands held by Lord Malegeant. From their camp in the hills, the Giant leads a gang of
bandits that prey mercilessly upon the common people of Camelot.
King Arthur must unite the realm under his banner to have any hope of defeating these new threats.
Through diplomacy and force of arms, he must prove his worth to the people of Camelot if he is to have
any chance of remaining in power.

Chapter 2: FACTION BACKSTORY
2.1 Arthur’s Knights (Green)
After Arthur’s victory over Lady of the Lake and the prophecy of Excalibur, the rag-tag group of
soldiers that supported him were rewarded with the title of Knight. With his fame growing as
news of his victory spread, more and more flocked to his cause. Fighting for honor and chivalry,
Arthur’s Knights have claimed the throne of Camelot for their liege lord in accordance with the
prophecy. Now proven in a full-scale war, Arthur must prove his worth to his people and
protect his Kingdom from the forces who endanger it to prove he is worthy of holding the
Crown of Camelot.

2.2 The Dragon’s Army (Tan)
A terrifying and powerful Dragon has awoken from its long slumber in the forests of the west. A
creature of pure chaos, the Dragon has gathered an army of evil to him with the intention of
laying waste to the nearby Kingdom of Camelot. His army is well equipped and trained, and
they are utterly ruthless in their conquests. The Dragon himself is a brilliant commander, and is
extremely dangerous when flying into battle and breathing fire upon his enemies.

2.3 Giant’s Bandits (Civilian)
After Lord Malegeant's defeat during the Battle of Camelot, his lands fell into disarray and
anarchy. All too keen to fill the power vacuum was a massive, cunning Giant, who took a rag-tag
group of petty thieves and turned them into a dangerous gang of organized bandits. Operating
out of Malegeant's stronghold deep in the southern hills, the Giant's Bandits have begun
preying upon the citizens of Camelot. The Giant, however, is looking to make a profit, and
would be willing to sell his gang's services for the right price.

CHAPTER 3 – PRE GAME
3.1 PreRegistration
If you preregister for our event before the deadline, Sunday, June 4th, 2017, you will receive a
$5 discount from your ticket entry.
Go here to Preregister:
https://goo.gl/forms/ZeGPbGCP9kJtRzPO2
We will have a table set up in front of the chronograph area with waivers, where we will have
a list of names for those of you who have chosen to register.
Walk-ins, you will head straight into the building to pay.
Those who pre-registered will get a waiver at our table.
We will check for your name on our list, and once verified, your waiver will get a stamp
qualifying you for the $5 discount.

CHAPTER 4 – EVENT DETAILS
4.1 – Comms Channels
FRS Channel #1 – EMERGENCY/Admin
FRS Channel #2 – Reserved
Other channels will be released in Faction Mission packs later down the road.
This is to promote operational security for each faction.

4.2 – Rules of Engagement
4.2.1 - There will be no “bang bang” here. We are playing “big boy” rules. This doesn’t mean
that if you’re within arm’s length you shoot them. Tap them, and tell them they’re dead. If it’s
CQB and you’re extremely close, aim directly for the vest, or aim low.
DO NOT BE A DICK
4.2.2 - Semi-automatic fire only, with the exception of support gunners.
Colored wrist bands will be distributed at the chronograph, designating your class/role and your
FPS/Joule will be written on the band.
4.2.3 - NO MOCH, REPLICA, OR REAL KNIVES/BLADES/ETC are to be used as melee weapons. As
per Knights of War policy, this helps us avoid possible injuries. The only exception to this will be
“Arthur” who is a member of the Knights of War team and Staff who will be wielding the fabled
Excalibur.
4.2.4 - OVERSHOOTING IS NOT ALLOWED! Over shooting is defined by Knights of War as:
Continuously shooting a player, who is dead, has displayed their dead rag, and clearly called
themselves out or hit.
4.2.5 - Snipers need to be roughly 100 ft + away from the opponent before engaging, with the
exception of sidearm use.
4.2.6 - CAPTURE RULES
Players who have been shot, and are waiting to either be revived, or bleed out, maybe be
captured and searched for intel. You must verbally announce to the player being captured that
they are being searched, disarmed, gagged, and captured. Failure to do so can turn out in any
manner of events, from them calling for help, to making an escape attempt. On the very rare
chance you have the opportunity to capture a live player, all the previous precautions must be
taken. Players who are bleeding out cannot be revived by any player. They can be searched,
and even taken back to HQ, but when their 5 minutes for bleed-out is finished, they must be
released and they will have to return to respawn, either their FOB or HQ. Players who are shot
and waiting for a medic may be revived by their captor’s medic. Unlike normal medic rules,
only a medic can revive an enemy player, regardless of whether it’s their first or second hit.
Capturing players and returning them to your FOB or HQ will earn points for your faction during
certain phases of the day. Capturing key players (i.e. squad leaders, XO, CO) will earn your
faction bonus points for the capture.

4.2.7 – Explosives
All rockets, RPGs, etc. will have a 15-foot kill radius from the point of IMPACT, not where it
stops bouncing. Debates about “I was 16 feet” will end in the nearby players being sent to
respawn by staff. Think within reason, and don’t be a jerk, please.
Any sound grenades, such as the Thunder B, are simply distractions. They will not kill players.
Fragment grenades, such as pea, tornados, or cyclones:
Outdoors – The BBs MUST make contact with the player, there is no kill radius.
Indoors – Clears whatever room it is thrown into.
4.2.8 – FPS Limits
These restrictions are per Fallen Warrior’s Airsoft staff, and the chronographing of your
weapons will be handled as such. Restrictions/Limits are as follows:
400 FPS and Below or 1.55 joules for all guns, with the exception for semi locked and bolt action.
Semi locked and bolt action are limited to 500 FPS with .20s with an age requirement of 18 or older.

4.3 Medic Rules
We will be going with the Ace-Wrap / AMS Tourniquet style medic system. Tie the wrap, or
strap the tourniquet and carry on. No counting, no hand holding (unless you’re into that).
Dead Rags are a REQUIREMENT! We will be asking to see your dead rags before you sign your
waivers! There will be a medic briefing specially for Medics before the event.
The system for this is simple.
HIT – Display your dead rag and anybody can heal you
*heal* - tuck your rag away and leave your wrap / tourniquet tied
HIT – Display your dead rag again, and call for a medic. ONLY A MEDIC can give you a second
revival.
*heal* - A medic ties a second ace wrap or tourniquet to your arm, you are back in.
HIT – You are now dead. You MUST “bleed out” for 5 minutes before walking back to your
spawn. Players who walk off before bleeding out will be warned, and further disobedience of
this rule will result in the player being removed from the game.
Please keep in mind the medic’ing of captured players outlined in Section 4.2.6 - CAPTURE

RULES

4.4 Roles
CO (Commanding Officer) – The CO is responsible for issuing orders to the entire faction based
on knowledge of the faction’s objectives.
XO (Executive Officer) – The XO is responsible for carrying out the CO’s orders, and directing
squads in the right direction.
SL (Squad Leader) – The Squad Leader(s) is/are responsible for guiding his team across the field
to objectives and reporting back to the XO or CO for completion of missions or objectives.
RTO (Radio Transmissions Officer) – The RTO(s) is/are responsible for keeping communications
between the Squad and the XO and/or CO when out on field.

4.5 Classes
Rifleman
Medic
Support Gunner
Sniper
THERE IS NOT A DMR CLASS AT THIS EVENT
DUAL PRIMARIES ARE NOT ALLOWED
There is no restriction on the amount of Ammo a player may carry.
Any player may carry any amount of grenades, including smoke, as they want.
Rifleman
Primary assault rifle
May also choose to carry a pistol or other small single-handed side arm, or a shotgun.
Support Gunners
MUST have a support gun. A box mag with an M4, an AK with a drum mag, are NOT support
guns. You must have something realistically a support gun.
(RPK, M249, etc.)
May also choose to carry a pistol or other small single-handed side arm.
Sniper
Bolt-Action rifle only, all other “snipers” will be defaulted to rifleman.
May also choose to carry a pistol or other small single-handed side arm.

